Although referred to as a tower, this building was a fortified country residence built by the Mamo family in 1657 as protection against invading pirates from nearby St Thomas Bay. Uniquely shaped with sixteen sides, on entering one finds a beautiful round domed room leading to four smaller rooms forming the four arms of a cross.

A 4th-century Roman tomb can be seen in the two-metre ditch which surrounds the Tower. In 1940 it was taken over by the British military authorities as a regional headquarters.
About the Venue
MAMO TOWER

The open-plan layout inside provides a beautiful setting for small events and celebrations, while the surrounding ditch and patio at the entrance are excellent for outdoor activities. This venue is also ideal for exhibitions, book launches, recitals, and lectures.

---

Capacity & Facilities

100 people standing
32 seated

Kitchen Space: Yes

Toilet: 1

Parking: Yes